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ABSTRACT: To investigate the suitability of ionic-liquid-
based hypergolic fuels as replacements for traditional
hydrazine-based propellants, a 1-methyl-4-amino-1,2,4-triazo-
lium dicyanamide ([MAT][DCA]) droplet, with and without
hydrogen-capped boron nanoparticles, was acoustically
levitated in argon and heated to successively higher temper-
atures by a carbon dioxide laser. At each temperature, in situ
Fourier-transform infrared and near-infrared, Raman, and
UV−visible spectra were recorded. The droplet became
increasingly yellow before exploding at 400 K to produce a
brown foam-like substance and dense smoke. The foam was
subsequently studied ex situ by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, infrared diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy, and elemental
analysis. The combined spectroscopic analyses suggest that the foam is formed by linking two or more melamine molecules to
yield a combination of melem, melon, and possibly graphitic carbon nitride. At least 37 ± 3% of the [MAT][DCA] liquid was
transformed into the stable, solid-state foam, which would be problematic for the use of such an IL-based hypergolic fuel in
rocket engines. 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide ([BMIM][DCA]) did not explode and form the foam even at
temperatures of up to 430 K. Elimination of the amino group (−NH2) during the decomposition of [MAT]+ to volatile
products or the increased energy density provided by the additional nitrogen atom in the triazolium ring therefore seem to be
required to produce the foam. The present results, provided by an original and accurate experimental technique, elucidate how
the nitrogen content affects the stability of an ionic liquid and reveal potential hazards when implementing ionic liquids in
bipropellant systems.

1. INTRODUCTION
A hypergolic propellant is composed of a fuel and an oxidizer,
which spontaneously ignite upon mutual contact. The most
frequently employed hypergolic propellants consist of a
dinitrogen tetroxide (N2O4) oxidizer and hydrazine (N2H4)
or its methylated derivatives such as monomethylhydrazine
(CH3NHNH2) for the fuel.1,2 However, hydrazine possesses
several disadvantages including extreme toxicity, corrosiveness,
flammability, a high vapor pressure, and a relatively low energy
density compared to cryogenic propellant combinations such
as liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen.1 In the past decade, it has
been reported that several ionic liquids are hypergolic with
common oxidizers3−7 such as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
dicyanamide ([BMIM][DCA]) and white fuming nitric acid
(HNO3).

8 An ionic liquid (IL) is a liquid salt consisting of ions
and ion pairs that is commonly defined to have a melting point
below 373 K.9−11 Owing to suitable properties of ionic liquids
including a low vapor pressure and high-temperature stabilities,
there has been considerable interest in developing ionic-liquid-
based hypergolic fuels that are more environmentally friendly,
are safer to handle, and have higher energy densities than
hydrazine-based propellants.3−7 To increase the energy density
of the ionic liquids, organic cations have been synthesized with

a high nitrogen content such as imidazolium or triazolium
(Scheme 1).12 Furthermore, dicyanamide anions are often
incorporated to produce reduced viscosities and, therefore,
lower ignition times (Scheme 1).3,13 Another advantage of
using ionic liquids is the potential to tune their physical
properties such as the melting point, energy density, and
viscosity by selecting different anion and cation combina-
tions.7,14,15

By employing electrospray ionization mass spectrometry,
Chingin et al.16 found that [DCA]-containing ILs react with
white fuming nitric acid (WFNA) to produce a precipitate
consisting of cyclic triazines including melamine and its
polymers melam and melem (Scheme 2). Approximately 25%
of the [DCA]-containing IL was transformed into the
precipitate following ignition. The production of the
precipitate poses at least two problems for employment of
the [DCA]-IL and WFNA combination in bipropellant rocket
engines.16 First, the formation of the precipitate during ignition
reduces the energy available from the fuel.17,18 Second,
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production of a stable solid-state residue within the rocket
engine clearly would represent a safety hazard. As shown in
Scheme 3, protonated dicyanamide reacts with ammonia
(NH3) to form cyanoguanidine19 which subsequently polymer-
izes to yield melamine.20 Chingin et al.16 therefore concluded
that ammonia is required to form melamine in the hypergolic
ignition process and suggested the ammonia is produced by
the reaction between [DCA]− and nitric acid. The polymer
condensates subsequently form by the thermal condensation of
melamine via one of the two pathways proposed in the
literature (Scheme 2).21 For route (a) shown in Scheme 2, two
molecules of melamine first link to form melam with the
release of ammonia.22 Melam subsequently condenses to
melem23,24 and thence to melon accompanied with the
production of ammonia at each step. Finally, by losing further
ammonia, the melon may condense to graphitic carbon nitride,
g-C3N4.

25 Route (b), also shown in Scheme 2, differs from
route (a) only by the exclusion of melam in one of the
intermediate steps.
Melamine polymer condensates can be produced from

energetic materials by pyrolysis without requirement for an

oxidizer such as nitric acid. For example, Stoner et al.17 studied
the gases produced by heating energetic materials such as
dicyandiamide at the rate of 100 K s−1 in argon for pressures
up to 5.2 × 104 Torr. Cyclic residues including melamine and
melon were found to form in addition to the gases ammonia
(NH3), carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), and
nitrous oxide (N2O). Stoner et al. suggested that the cyclic
azines reduce the burn rate in composite propellants by, first,
lowering the gas pressure; second, forming on the burning
surfaces and thereby lowering the heat and mass transfer; and,
third, producing ammonia. Williams et al.18 reported similar
results for a different selection of energetic materials. 1-Ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium dicyanamide ([EMIM][DCA]), with its
N-containing cation [EMIM]+, also condenses to form triazine
rings when heated in a nitrogen flow to 773 K and, after further
heating to temperatures of up to 1273 K, produces nitrogen-
doped graphitic carbon.25

Wooster et al.26 studied the thermal degradation of cyano-
containing ionic liquids in a nitrogen atmosphere by
temperature-ramped thermogravimetric analysis. ILs with N-
containing cations and [DCA]− anions were found not to
completely decompose to volatile products but produced a
large mass of charred residue. It was concluded that the “char”
only occurred for ILs consisting of N-containing cations and
cyano-based anions. Wooster et al.26 suggested that amines (R-
NH2) produced when the N-containing cation decomposes
initiate the polymerization of cyano-containing anions.

Scheme 1. (Left) Structure of [BMIM][DCA] Showing the
[DCA]− Anion and the Positions of the Methyl (−CH3) and
Butyl (−C4H9) Functional Groups on the Imidazolium Ring
(C3N2H3); (Right) Structure of [MAT][DCA] Showing the
[DCA]− Anion and the Locations of the Methyl (−CH3)
and Amino (−NH2) Functional Groups on the Triazolium
Ring (C2N3H2)

a

aThe labelling convention27 for the positions of the nitrogen and
carbon atoms in the anion and cations are shown (see section 3.2.4
for further details).

Scheme 2. Thermal Condensation of Melamine21

Scheme 3. Reaction of Protonated Dicyanamidea with
Ammonia To Form Cyanoguanidine, Which Subsequently
Polymerizes to Melamine

aThe proton bonded to the central nitrogen of the dicyanamide was
previously donated by the HNO3.
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The temperature at which [DCA]-containing ionic liquids
form polymer condensates has been found to depend on the
composition of the cation. For example, Perez et al.27

determined the percentage mass change of [MAT][DCA]
and [BMIM][DCA] versus temperature in oxygen by
thermogravimetric analysis. For [MAT][DCA], as the temper-
ature increased, the mass fraction remained approximately
constant until 465 K, after which there was a rapid mass loss of
53%. Thereafter, the remaining mass percentage decreased
more gradually between 643 and 853 K toward 1%. Perez et
al.27 suggested that the sudden mass loss at 465 K is caused by
decomposition of the [MAT]+ cation to mostly volatile
products, and the substance remaining after [MAT]+

decomposed was a polymer derived from [DCA]−. The initial
decomposition of [BMIM][DCA] occurred more gradually at
the higher temperature of 553 K and was analogously
attributed to the [BMIM]+ cation forming volatile products.
In the present experiments, we used an original apparatus

consisting of an ultrasonic levitator enclosed within a pressure-
compatible process chamber interfaced to complementary
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR), Raman, and UV−visible
spectroscopic probes. Previously, we demonstrated that the
apparatus is well suited to study the oxidation of levitated
droplets of energetic ionic liquids (EILs).28,29 We employ here
the same experimental apparatus to investigate spectroscopi-
cally the polymer condensates formed by pyrolysis of energetic
ionic liquids. The significant advantages of studying the heating
of single levitated droplets using the present experimental
technique have been discussed in detail30,31 (see, in particular,
section II F in ref 30). ILs consisting of dicyanamide anions
and imidazolium or triazolium cations, such as 1-methyl-4-
amino-1,2,4-triazolium dicyanamide ([MAT][DCA]) or
[BMIM][DCA], are promising possibilities for the next
generation of hypergolic fuels.3,5,8,32 However, the production
of stable solid-state residues when a [DCA]-containing IL is
heated or reacts with the oxidizer clearly poses problems, as
discussed above, for implementation in bipropellant engines.
We therefore investigate spectroscopically the polymer
condensates formed by pyrolysis of [MAT][DCA], and aim
to identify the composition of the solid-state residue, measure
the temperature at which the rapid polymerization occurs, and
determine the fraction of the ionic liquid transformed into the
solid. The energy density of EILs can be increased by adding
high energy-density solids such as boron.28 The measurements
were therefore performed with and without hydrogen-capped
boron nanoparticles to investigate the possible effects for the
pyrolysis processes. The [BMIM]+ cation differs from the
[MAT]+ cation by having a butyl chain (−C4H9) rather than
an amino functional group (−NH2) and possessing one
nitrogen atom fewer in its imidazolium ring (Scheme 1).
Considering the importance of nitrogen-containing com-
pounds to initiate the polymerization, such as ammonia16 or
the amines,26 it is highly relevant to determine how the
different nitrogen contents of the rings and functional groups
of [MAT][DCA] and [BMIM][DCA] affect the polymer-
ization process. Finally, graphitic carbon nitride and the
superhard substance β-C3N4 are much sought after materi-
als,33,34 partly owing to the wide range of potential applications
such as optical and electronic engineering, and wear resistant
coatings.35 Considering the difficulty in producing β-
C3N4,

33−36 it is important to investigate alternative possible
methods of synthesis such as the pyrolysis of suitable
precursors with a high nitrogen content.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The levitator experimental apparatus has been reviewed in
detail in previous publications.29,30 Briefly, the equipment
consists of an acoustic levitator,37 operated at the frequency of
58 kHz, enclosed within a pressure-compatible process
chamber. The chamber enables levitation in an inert gas, or
the introduction of highly reactive gases to study reactions with
the droplet. The present experiments were performed in pure
argon at a temperature and pressure of 298 K and 880 Torr,
respectively. To levitate a droplet with a diameter typically
between 1 and 3 mm, a syringe is fixed to the outside port of
the process chamber and connected by chemically inert tubing
to a microneedle inside the chamber. The needle is attached to
the end of a wobble stick and, hence, can be moved to the
center of the chamber to levitate the droplet and be withdrawn
before the measurements. An ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
compatible valve, located between the syringe and the needle,
enables the chamber to be sealed after levitating the droplet.
The levitated droplet was heated to the required temperatures
by adjusting the output power of a 40 W, Synrad Firestar v40
carbon dioxide laser emitting at the wavelength of 10.6 μm.
The temperature of the heated droplet was measured using an
FLIR A6703sc thermal imaging camera.
The process chamber is coupled to complementary FTIR,

Raman, and UV−visible spectroscopic probes to detect any
chemical or physical changes of the processed droplet. In the
Raman spectrometer, the 532 nm beam emitted by a diode-
pumped, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is focused by a lens onto
the droplet.30,38 The Raman-shifted, backscattered photons are
subsequently focused by a camera lens into a HoloSpec f/1.8
holographic imaging spectrograph and the spectrum recorded
by a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments PI-Max 2 ICCD).
Two overlaid holographic transmission gratings simultaneously
cover the Raman shift ranges of 300−2450 cm−1 and 2400−
4400 cm−1 with a resolution of 9 cm−1. Infrared and near-
infrared spectra in the 400−4000 cm−1 and 2000−10 000 cm−1

wavenumber ranges, respectively, were collected from within a
4 mm diameter volume surrounding the droplet by combining
a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer and two
stages of mirror optics. For the UV−visible spectrometer, the
output from a UV−visible source is transmitted by a fiber-optic
feedthrough on a conflat flange to a Y-type reflectance probe
inside of the process chamber. The radiation backscattered by
the droplet is collected by the read fiber, leaves the chamber
via the same conflat fiber-optic feedthrough, and finally enters
a StellarNet SILVER-Nova UV−visible spectrometer. The
spectrometer operates in the 200−1100 nm wavelength range
with a resolution of 2 nm. Hypergolic ignition processes can
occur over time scales as short as a few tens of milliseconds.32

To photograph such high-speed events, we installed a Phantom
Miro 3a10 camera combined with a Navitar Zoom 6000
modular lens system. The small field of view of the camera-lens
system also enables the dimensions of the droplet to be
determined precisely.
In addition to the in situ spectroscopic techniques discussed

above, the processed samples were removed from the chamber
and studied by elemental analysis, infrared diffuse-reflectance
spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).
First, the percentages by weight of carbon, hydrogen, and
nitrogen in the sample were determined by combustion
analysis using a PerkinElmer 2400 CHN elemental analyzer.
Second, infrared spectra of the samples were recorded by a
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diffuse-reflectance accessory (Selector, part number GS19000)
installed within the FTIR spectrometer. To permit comparison
with the absorption coefficient determined by transmission
spectroscopy, the observed diffuse-reflectance spectra of the
samples are shown transformed using a Kubelka−Munk
function39 in section 3.2.1. Finally, X-ray photoelectron spectra
were recorded by an Ulvac PHI Quantera SXM instrument.
The sample was ground to a powder and then mounted onto a
stainless-steel disc before analysis. A monochromatized Al Kα
source supplied photons with an energy of 1486.6 eV across an
area of 1.4 mm × 0.3 mm. The energies of the photoelectrons
ejected from the sample at an angle of 45° were measured by
an electron energy analyzer. The pass energy for the electron
energy analyzer was 26 eV, which results in an energy
resolution of approximately 1.7 eV full-width at half-maximum.
The electron energy scale was calibrated using the C(1s) peak
of adventitious carbon at 284.8 eV,40 and hence the possible
shifts produced by charging effects were removed.
The [MAT][DCA] was synthesized as described by

Hawkins et al.41 The [MAT][DCA]-capped hydrogen-
terminated boron nanoparticles were prepared according to
the procedure discussed in ref 42. The boron-doped
[MAT][DCA] was made by mixing 5% by weight of the
boron nanoparticles with the pure ionic liquid.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Heating the Levitated [MAT][DCA] Droplet. The

duty cycle of the carbon dioxide laser was increased from 3% to
8% in increments of 1% and the droplet irradiated for 10 min
at each step. The temperature of the droplet was measured at
each duty cycle by the IR thermal imaging camera. Fourier-
transform infrared, Fourier-transform near-infrared, Raman,
and UV−visible spectra in addition to photographs were
recorded at room temperature before heating and at each
successively higher temperature. Photographs of the droplets of
[MAT][DCA] and boron-doped [MAT][DCA] levitated in
argon when heated from 298 to 400 K are shown in Figure 1.
The unheated [MAT][DCA] droplet is a spheroid with
horizontal, h, and vertical, v, diameters of h = 2.9 ± 0.1 mm
and v = 3.1 ± 0.1 mm, and h = 2.9 ± 0.1 mm and v = 1.7 ± 0.1
mm for the unheated boron-doped sample. The [MAT][DCA]
droplet became increasingly yellow before exploding at 400 K
to form a brown foam-like substance and filling the chamber
with a dense smoke. For the droplet containing boron
nanoparticles, yellow bubble-like structures appeared beneath
the surface prior to the explosion. By measuring the
dimensions of a droplet using the visible camera (section 2),
using 1.277 g cm−3 for the density of [MAT][DCA],7 and
removing the foam from the process chamber to be weighed,
we determined that 37 ± 3% (by weight) of the ionic liquid
was transformed into the foam. Since the smoke is likely
composed of fine particles of the foam (section 3.2.2), the
value of 37% is a lower limit. In contrast to [MAT][DCA], we
found that [BMIM][DCA] does not explode to form the
brown foam at 400 K or even at higher temperatures of up to
433 K.
3.2. Composition of the Heating Products. In this

section, the different spectroscopic techniques discussed in
section 2 are used to identify the composition of the foam and
smoke. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy rarely permits identification
of specific complex organic molecules, but IR spectroscopy is a
powerful approach to identify any new functional groups
formed. The foam is opaque and hence best studied ex situ by

diffuse-reflectance infrared spectroscopy (section 3.2.1),
whereas the smoke must be examined in situ within the
chamber using the combined FTIR spectrometer and mirror
system operated in transmission mode (section 3.2.2). Raman
scattering provides information complementary to infrared
absorption spectroscopy about the rovibrational modes of
molecules (section 3.2.3). In particular, a Raman transition
does not require a permanent electric dipole moment, and so
Raman lines are observed for symmetric molecules. UV−
visible spectroscopy enables investigation of electronic
transitions and, of particular relevance here, determination of
whether the sample has polymerized because of the heating
(section 3.2.3). X-ray absorption spectroscopy provides
information regarding the chemical environment of the atom
emitting the radiation and, hence, can identify chemical states
such as CNC, CNH2, and N2CN present in the
polymer condensates (section 3.2.4). Finally, elemental
analysis gives molar ratios including N/C and so can discern
between the different polymer condensates of melamine,
namely, melam, melem, melon, and graphitic carbon nitride
(section 3.2.5). Combining the above complementary and
distinct spectroscopic techniques into a single coherent picture
is a powerful approach to identify the product molecules
formed. In section 3.3, we discuss a remarkable phenomenon,
not related to identifying the heating products, in which the

Figure 1. Photographs of droplets of [MAT][DCA] (left column)
and boron-doped [MAT][DCA] (right column) heated by a carbon
dioxide laser from room temperature (298 K) to 389 and 400 K. The
droplets became increasingly yellow before exploding to form a brown
foam-like substance at 400 K.
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near-infrared beam appears to pass through the levitated
droplet without significant deflection to record undistorted
absorption lines.
3.2.1. Infrared Diffuse-Reflectance Spectroscopy of the

[MAT][DCA] Foam. As a guide to interpreting the infrared
spectrum of the [MAT][DCA] foam, we first studied the
infrared spectrum of melamine. The infrared diffuse-reflectance
spectrum of melamine is shown in Figure 2 together with the
curve fits to decompose the spectrum into the component
peaks. The best-fit wavenumbers and vibrational mode
assignments for the individual peaks a−aa are presented in
Table 1. The fundamental modes were assigned by comparison
with the measurements and theoretical calculations of Yuan et
al.43 for crystalline melamine. The infrared spectrum of
melamine has been studied by other authors in both the gas
phase44 and crystalline form.45 The present peak wavenumbers
correspond to the values in ref 43 with sufficient accuracy to
permit clear assignments in most spectral regions. For the
present measurements, however, peaks s, u, and v are split into
several very narrow peaks that extend to higher wavenumbers
than the corresponding peaks in ref 43, perhaps because of
differences in the molecular geometry and intermolecular
hydrogen-bonding environments for the two samples studied.
The different types of vibrational modes of melamine generally
occur in different spectral regions. According to normal
coordinate analysis, the N−H stretching modes occur in the
3100−3650 cm−1 region, the C−N ring modes are prominent
from 1100 to 1700 cm−1, and the peaks around 814 cm−1 are
produced by the N−H or C−N bending modes. However, the

actual description is more complicated, as shown in Table 1,
because of coupling between the different vibrational modes.
The infrared diffuse-reflectance spectrum of the [MAT]-

[DCA] foam is shown in Figure 3 together with fits to the
individual peaks a−aa. The wavenumbers and vibrational mode
assignments for peaks a−aa are presented in Table 2. The
assignments were performed by comparison with the vibra-
tional modes of melamine from Table 1 and [MAT][DCA].28

A comparison of the full-range spectra for melamine (Figure
2i) and the [MAT][DCA] foam (Figure 3i) reveals similarities
in the overall shape and main features. For example, the broad
rise that starts at approximately 3700 cm−1, reaches a
maximum near 3350 cm−1, and then gradually decreases as
the wavenumber reduces to 2000 cm−1. Also, the largest peaks
in the [MAT][DCA] foam and melamine spectra occur at
similar wavenumbers, that is, 1712 and 1699 cm−1,
respectively. Furthermore, peak y at 813 cm−1 in the foam
spectrum clearly corresponds to peak z in the melamine spectra
at 829 cm−1 and the 814 cm−1 peak in ref 43. However, many
of the sharper features in the melamine spectra (Figure 2),
such as peaks c−e produced by NH stretches and peaks u
and v assigned to the CN modes, are not clearly evident in
the [MAT][DCA] foam. A similar loss of sharp structure
occurs in the FTIR spectra when melamine thermally
condenses to melem.22 By fitting to the [MAT][DCA] foam
spectra, it is nevertheless possible to decompose the almost
shapeless structure into many of the same peaks as present in
melamine. For example, by fitting to the indistinct shoulders
and peaks in the region from 3700 to 3300 cm−1 it is possible

Figure 2. Infrared diffuse-reflectance spectra of melamine. The spectrum for the full wavenumber range is shown in (i) and the individual peak fits
are presented in (ii), (iii), and (iv). The vibrational assignments for the peaks labeled a−aa are given in Table 1.
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to extract peaks b−e associated with the NH stretches. The
best-fit peak wavenumbers of the foam and melamine are
compared in Table 2, which reveals a clear similarity between
the wavenumbers for peaks a−e, l−q, and y−aa in the foam
spectrum and wavenumbers for the corresponding peaks in
melamine. Therefore, in Table 2, peaks a−e, l−q, and y−aa are
assigned to the same vibrational modes as the peaks in the
melamine spectrum with similar wavenumbers. There are,
however, several features in the foam spectrum not present in
the melamine spectrum. In particular, peaks i−k at 2228, 2192,
and 2133 cm−1, which are attributed to the νs(CN) +
νas(CN) combination band, the νs(CN) symmetric
stretching mode, and the νas(CN) asymmetric stretching
mode of dicyanamide, respectively.46,47 Also, the very small
peaks r−x have similar wavenumbers as some of the

[MAT][DCA] modes studied in ref 28 and so are assigned
in Table 2 to small quantities of the unreacted ionic liquid.
In summary, the similar wavenumbers for many of the peaks

in the foam and melamine spectra suggests that the two
substances share the same functional groups. FTIR spectros-
copy does not, however, enable clear identif ication of the
specif ic polymer formed (see Scheme 2). Several minor features
in the [MAT][DCA] foam spectrum not present in melamine
indicate that small quantities of unreacted [MAT][DCA]
remain.

3.2.2. In Situ Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy of the
Smoke. Infrared absorption spectra of [MAT][DCA] levitated
in argon are shown in Figure 4 as the droplet is heated to
successively higher temperatures by the carbon dioxide laser.
When the temperature is increased from 298 to 389 K, there
are no significant changes in the FTIR spectra. The only

Table 1. Wavenumbers and Vibrational Mode Assignments for the Observed Peaks in the Infrared Diffuse-Reflectance
Spectrum of Melaminea

peak
labelb

present measured
wavenumbers

(cm−1)c

reference measured
wavenumbers43

(cm−1)

reference theoretical
wavenumbers43

(cm−1) vibrational mode assignment

a 3614 possible 3 x combination mode
b 3554 possible 2 v + aa combination mode
c 3475 3468 3555 NH bond asym. stretch vib.
d 3429 3420 3494 NH bond asym. stretch vib.
e 3364 3331 3393 NH bond asym. stretch vib.

3370
f 3224 3221 NH bond sym. stretch vib.
g 3166 3129 3170 NH bond sym. stretch vib.
h 3077 ± 4 u + v combination mode
i 2989 ± 6 2 v combination mode
j 2828 u + x combination mode
k 2751 s + y combination mode
l 2684 v + x combination mode
m 2553 very weak
n 2486 3 z combination mode
o 2333 ± 2 v + z combination mode
p 2206 t + aa combination mode
q 2058 ± 2 v + aa combination mode
r 2019 ± 3 z + x combination mode
s 1718 1650 1651 NH bond in-plane bend and shear vib.

1712
1705
1699
1693

t 1647 2 z combination mode
u 1614 1548 1549 NH in-plane bend and rock vib. + in-plane bend vib. of out-of-ring CN +

stretch vib. of out-of-ring CN + stretch vib. of in-ring CN bond1605
v 1529 ± 21 1469 1462 NH bond in-plane rock, bend and sym. stretch vib. + in-plane bend vib. of out-of-

ring CN + stretch vib. of out-of-ring CN + stretch vib. of in-ring CN bond1516 ± 10 1438 1435
1503 ± 3
1487 ± 3
1482

w 1458
x 1207 ± 6 1195 1190 NH bond in-plane bend and rock vib.
y 1040 1026 1031 NH bond in-plane bend and rock vib.
z 829 814 850−500 NH bond out-of-plane bend vib. + out-of-plane bend vib. of out-of-ring CN +

out-of-plane bend vib. in-ring CN
aa 588 582 850−500 same assignment as peak z

aThe assignments of the fundamental modes were performed by comparison with the theoretical calculations and measurements of ref 43. ba−aa
correspond to the peak labels in Figure 2. cThe quoted errors combine the uncertainties from determining the peak wavenumbers in the fitting
procedure and calibrating the wavenumber scale. The uncertainties are equal to, or less than, 1 cm−1 unless stated otherwise.
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observable structure consists of oscillations at wavenumbers
below approximately 1300 cm−1 produced by scattering from
the droplet.48,49 However, following production of the foam at
400 K, a large “dispersion artefact” appears at 1706 cm−1 with a

derivative-like lineshape caused by scattering of the infrared
beam from the smoke particles. Fits to the individual
lineshapes a−i in the infrared absorption spectrum of the
smoke are presented in Figure 5. The wavenumbers and

Figure 3. Infrared diffuse-reflectance spectra of the [MAT][DCA] foam. The spectrum for the full wavenumber range is shown in (i) and the
individual peak fits are presented in (ii) to (v). The vibrational mode assignments for the peaks labeled a−aa are given in Table 2. A background
has been subtracted from the spectrum in (iv) to display the very small structure with increased amplitude.
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vibrational mode assignments for lineshapes a−i are presented
in Table 3. In order to interpret the spectra, it is necessary to
account for the absorption and scattering of light by small
particles. The interaction between electromagnetic radiation
and a dielectric particle with dimensions comparable to the
wavelength results in Mie scattering.48 Nonresonant Mie
scattering causes broad sinusoidal-like oscillations across the
baseline of FTIR spectra. In contrast, resonant Mie scattering
arises when the wavenumber passes through an absorption
band. Consequently, absorption lines have an asymmetric
shape, and a sharp decrease is observed on the high-
wavenumber side of the band.49 Both nonresonant and
resonant Mie scattering can significantly alter the position,
intensity, and shape of an absorption line, which makes
retrieving the undistorted spectrum challenging. The spectrum
in Figure 5 is clearly significantly distorted by the scattering of
the infrared beam from the smoke particles. To account for
resonant Mie scattering, for modes h and i asymmetric profiles
were optimized in the fitting procedure of the Shore form:50

C
B A

absorbance ( )
( /2) ( )
( ) ( /2)

0

0
2 2ν

ν ν
ν ν

= ̃ +
Γ + ̃ − ̃

̃ − ̃ + Γ (1)

where C(ν ̃) is a background that varies slowly with the
wavenumber ν ̃ (=1/λ), ν0̃ is the peak wavenumber, Γ is the
resonance width, and A and B are proportional to the
asymmetric and symmetric amplitudes, respectively. To
account for baseline oscillations in the high-shift regions
produced by nonresonant Mie scattering, a sinusoidal term of
the form D sin(kx + Δ) with variable amplitude, D,
wavenumber, k (=2π/λ), and phase, Δ, was included in the
fitting function. The resulting resonance wavenumbers ν0̃ for
lineshape h at 1706 cm−1 and lineshape i at 816 cm−1 are close
to the values of 1699 and 813 cm−1, respectively, for the foam
(see Table 3). Therefore, mode h is assigned to the N−H bend
and shear vibration, and mode i to the out-of-plane bending
vibrations of the N−H and C−N bonds. After accounting for
the oscillatory background, it becomes possible to fit to the
broad, distorted structure between 3600 and 2300 cm−1 and
thereby assign the retrieved symmetric peaks a to d to N−H
stretches (Table 3). The undistorted peaks e, f, and g at 2233,

Table 2. Wavenumbers and Vibrational Mode Assignments for the Observed Peaks in the Infrared Diffuse-Reflectance
Spectrum of the [MAT][DCA] Foama

peak
labelb

foam peak
wavenumberc

(cm−1)

melamine peak
wavenumber

(cm−1)
[MAT][DCA] peak
wavenumber28 (cm−1) vibrational mode assignment

a 3574 ± 2 3614 combination modes
3555 (see Table 1)

b 3480 3475 NH bond asym. stretch vib.
c 3423 3429 NH bond asym. stretch vib.
d 3363 3364 NH bond asym. stretch vib.
e 3216 ± 5 3224 NH bond sym. stretch vib.
i 2237 2228 Fermi enhanced νs(NC) + νas(NC) combination band
j 2177 2192 νs(CN) (A1)
k 2140 2133 νas(CN) (B2)
l 1699 1712 NH bond in-plane bend and shear vib.
m 1654 1647 combination mode (see Table 1)
n 1639 1614 NH in-plane bend and rock vib. + in-plane bend vib. of out-of-ring CN + stretch vib.

of out-of-ring CN + stretch vib. of in-ring CN bondo 1618 ± 3 1605
p 1529 ± 21 NH bond in-plane rock, bend and sym. stretch vib. + in-plane bend vib. of out-of-ring

CN + stretch vib. of out-of-ring CN + stretch vib. of in-ring CN bond1520 ± 2 1516 ± 10
1503 ± 3

q 1490 ± 2 1487 ± 3
1482

r 1454 ± 3 1458
r 1454 ± 3 1455 v39

N(2)C(3) and N(4)C(5) sym. stretch
s 1418 ± 1 very weak
t 1342 ± 2 1310 v7*
u 1282 ± 2 CNC asym. stretch of [DCA]−

v 1153 ± 1 1171 v30
C(5)H wag + N(1)CH3 stretch

w 1070 1071 v27
ring C−N−C sym. stretch + C(5)H wag and CH3 rock

x 978 978 v26
N(1)N(2) stretch + C(3)−H in-plane wag

y 813 829 NH bond out-of-plane bend vib. + out-of-plane bend vib. of out-of-ring CN + out-
of-plane bend vib. in-ring CNz 784

aa 744
aThe assignments were performed by comparison with the vibrational modes of melamine in Table 1 and [MAT][DCA] from ref 28. ba−aa
correspond to the peak labels in Figure 3. cThe quoted errors combine the uncertainties from determining the peak wavenumbers in the fitting
procedure and calibrating the wavenumber scale. The uncertainties are equal to, or less than, 1 cm−1 unless stated otherwise.
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2176, and 2140 cm−1 are produced by vibrational modes of the
[DCA]− anion.46,47 The remainder of the spectrum is too
distorted by scattering effects to permit further information to
be extracted by the present technique. In our analysis, the
unlabeled, fitted peaks in Figure 5 are therefore effectively a
background for lineshapes a to i. Thus, by accounting for
scattering ef fects, we have analyzed some spectral regions of the
absorption spectrum shown in Figure 5 and shown that the
foam and smoke particles appear to be composed of the same
substance.
3.2.3. In Situ UV−Visible and Raman Spectroscopies. The

UV−visible reflectance spectra in the 200−1100 nm wave-
length range of [MAT][DCA] levitated in argon as the droplet
is heated to successively higher temperatures are shown in
Figure 6. Clearly, the heating generally causes the absorption
(∝ 1 − reflectance) in the UV region to increase relative to
that in the optical and near-infrared ranges, and the absorption
maximum to extend to longer wavelengths. It is well
established that conjugated π-electron systems involving
double bonds, such as N2CN (Scheme 2), absorb in
the UV spectral region, and each additional double bond
causes the absorption maxima for the π → π* excitations to
shift to longer wavelengths.51 The spectra in Figure 6 therefore
suggest that heating produced an increase in the number of
conjugated double bonds, which is consistent with polymer-
ization. For the boron-doped [MAT][DCA], the boron
nanoparticles cause the ionic liquid to blacken, and therefore
the region of high absorption extends across the full
wavelength range. Aside from a small increase in the
reflectance at longer wavelengths, there are no noteworthy
changes in the UV−visible spectra between 298 and 389 K. In
contrast, after production of the foam, the spectrum changes
dramatically to resemble the foam spectrum without the boron.
To summarize, UV−visible spectroscopy suggests that the
[MAT][DCA] has polymerized because of the heating, which
would be consistent with either condensation pathway in
Scheme 2.

The Raman spectra of [MAT][DCA], with or without
boron nanoparticles, levitated in argon as the droplet was
heated to successively higher temperatures are shown in Figure
7. Thus, the heating caused the peaks to vanish and produced
large fluorescent backgrounds, so that no information could be
extracted about the chemical changes.

3.2.4. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy of the [MAT]-
[DCA] Foam. The X-ray photoelectron spectrum of the
[MAT][DCA] foam in the N(1s) spectral region is shown in
Figure 8 together with fits to the individual peaks labeled a−c.
The binding energies and relative areas for peaks a−c are
presented in Table 4. To model the step-like, slow onset of the
continuum, the background was represented by a broadened,
arctangent function in the fitting procedure.52 As shown in
Scheme 1, there are seven chemical environments for the
nitrogen atoms in [MAT][DCA], namely, NRM, NRA, NR, NA,
NDC, NDT1, and NDT2. Perez et al.

27 measured the experimental

Figure 4. Infrared absorption spectra of boron-doped [MAT][DCA]
levitated in argon as the droplet is heated to successively higher
temperatures by the carbon dioxide laser. The curve corresponding to
400 K is the spectrum of the smoke produced following formation of
the [MAT][DCA] foam. The curve fits to decompose the 400 K
spectrum into its component peaks are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Individual peak fits to the infrared absorption spectrum of
the smoke produced following formation of the [MAT][DCA] foam
(see the 400 K curve in Figure 4). To account for scattering effects,
asymmetric profiles for modes h and i and an oscillatory baseline were
optimized in the fitting procedure. Vibrational assignments for the
peaks labeled a−i are given in Table 3.
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binding energies and calculated the core energies for the seven
chemical environments. Owing to small differences in the
binding energies for NRM and NRA (402.3 and 402.1 eV), NR
and NA (400.5 and 400.5 eV), and NDT1 and NDT2 (397.9 and
397.7 eV), the observed XPS spectrum of [MAT][DCA]
appears as four peaks spanning the binding energy range from
approximately 396.2 to 403.8 eV. The [MAT][DCA] spectrum
is thus dissimilar to the N(1s) XPS spectrum in Figure 8 and,
hence, [MAT][DCA] is not a major constituent of the foam.
We next compare the N(1s) spectrum in Figure 8 with the

corresponding XPS spectrum of melamine. As Schemes 2 and
3 show, there are two chemical environments for the nitrogen
atoms in melamine, namely, CNC and CNH2. The
experimental N(1s) XPS spectrum of melamine is composed of
three peaks at 398.5, 399.1, and 400.7 eV.53 The peaks at 398.5
and 399.1 eV were assigned to the CNH2 and CNC
chemical states, respectively. By comparison with the XPS
spectrum of aniline,54 the remaining peak at 400.7 eV was
tentatively attributed to a second chemical state for the amino-
nitrogen atom, CN+H2 (Table 4). As Table 4 shows, the
binding energies of peaks a−c at 398.7, 399.1, and 400.7 eV,
respectively, for the [MAT][DCA] foam coincide closely with
the values for melamine. Furthermore, the overall shapes of the
XPS spectra for the foam and melamine are similar. Thus,
N(1s) XPS spectroscopy suggests that the nitrogen atoms
reside in essentially the same chemical states in melamine and
the foam. Further significant information can be deduced from
the observation that the relative areas of the peaks differ in the
foam and melamine. In the XPS spectra of melamine, the ratio
of the peak areas corresponding to the CNC and C
NH2 chemical states is 1:1,53 which is consistent with the
relative number of these two chemical states in the molecule.
In contrast, the ratio of the CNC to CNH2 peak
areas in the present measurements is 3.3 ± 1.8. When
melamine polymerizes to melam, melem, melon, and finally β-
C3N4 (see Scheme 2), the relative number of CNC to
CNH2 bonds increases as 1, 3/2, 21/3, 7, and ∞.

Although the uncertainties are large owing to the overlap of
peaks b and c, the present measured ratio of 3.3 consequently
suggests that the foam is composed of molecules more
polymerized than melamine.
The XPS spectrum of the [MAT][DCA] foam in the C(1s)

spectral region and the individual peaks fits labeled d−g are
shown in Figure 8. The binding energies and relative areas for
peaks d−g are presented in Table 4. As evident in Scheme 2,
there is only one chemical environment for the carbon atoms
in melamine, in which the carbon has two single bonds and
one double bond with the nitrogen atoms, N2CN. The
C(1s) XPS spectrum of melamine in ref 53 has two main peaks
at 284.6 and 287.9 eV, which are assigned to adventitious
carbon and the N2CN chemical state, respectively. The
so-called “adventitious carbon” refers to the carbonaceous
adsorbates that deposit onto a sample when exposed to the
atmosphere. In support of the assignment by Dementjev et
al.53 for the 287.9 eV peak, Ronning et al.55 predict a single
emission line for β-C3N4 at approximately 288 eV in the C(1s)
spectrum produced by the N2CN chemical state. The

Table 3. Wavenumbers and Vibrational Mode Assignments
for the Peaks in the Infrared Absorption Spectrum of the
Smoke Compared with the Peak Wavenumbers of the Foam
Spectra from Table 2

peak
labela

foam-smoke
peak

wavenumberb

(cm−1)

foam peak
wavenumberb

(cm−1) vibrational mode assignment

a 3494 ± 2 3480 asym. NH2 stretch
b 3420 3423 asym. NH2 stretch
c 3331 ± 2 3363 asym. NH2 stretch
d 3205 ± 3 3216 ± 5 sym. NH2 stretch
e 2233 2237 Fermi enhanced νs(N−C) +

νas(NC) combination band
f 2176 2177 νs(CN) (A1)
g 2140 2140 νas(CN) (B2)
h 1706 1699 NH bond in-plane bend and

shear vibration
i 816 ± 2 813 NH bond out-of-plane bend

vib. + out-of-ring CN bond
bend. vib. + in-ring CN bond
bend. vib.

aa−i correspond to the peak labels in Figure 5. bThe quoted errors
combine the uncertainties from determining the peak wavenumbers in
the fitting procedure and calibrating the wavenumber scale. The
uncertainties are equal to, or less than, 1 cm−1 unless stated otherwise.

Figure 6. UV−visible spectra of [MAT][DCA] (top) and boron-
doped [MAT][DCA] (bottom) levitated in argon as the droplets are
heated to successively higher temperatures by the carbon dioxide
laser.
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binding energy for adventitious carbon has recently been
revised upward to 284.8 eV.40 Thus, we assign peaks e and g at
the binding energies of 288.1 and 285.2 eV to the N2CN
chemical state and adventitious carbon, respectively. Peak f at
286.7 eV is tentatively assigned to the NCN chemical
state of dicyanamide.27 Finally, the very small peak d at
approximately 294 eV, which is also present in melamine, is
attributed to π-excitation of the CN bond.53

In summary, the N(1s) and C(1s) XPS measurements
suggest that the nitrogen and carbon atoms occupy essentially
the same chemical states in the foam and melamine, namely,
CNC, CNH2, and N2CN. However, in the
N(1s) spectral region, the ratio of the CNC to CNH2
peak areas in the present measurements at 3.3 ± 1.8 suggests
that the foam is more polymerized than melamine (see Scheme
2).
3.2.5. Elemental Analysis of the [MAT][DCA] Foam. The

molar ratios N/C, N/H, and C/H for the [MAT][DCA] foam,

with and without boron nanoparticles, are presented in Table
5. Repeated measurements of the molar ratio N/C for different
[MAT][DCA] foam samples gave consistent results in the
range from approximately 1.43 to 1.46, whereas the molar
ratios involving hydrogen, namely, N/H and C/H, varied by
factors of up to nearly 2. The larger variations in N/H and C/
H are probably a consequence of the absorption of different
quantities of water by the sample. When using elemental
analysis to determine the composition of the foam, we
therefore only consider the molar ratio, N/C. The N/C
molar ratios for melamine, melam, melem, melon, and
graphitic carbon nitride are 2, 1.83, 1.67, 1.5, and 1.33,
respectively. The N/C molar ratios of 1.43 and 1.46 for the
[MAT][DCA] foam with and without boron nanoparticles,
respectively, consequently indicate that the foam is in a
condensed form of the polymer such as melon or some
combination of condensates with low N/C ratios.

3.3. In Situ Near-Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy of
an [MAT][DCA] Droplet. The near-infrared absorption
spectra in the 2400−8000 cm−1 spectral region of an
[MAT][DCA] droplet levitated in argon are shown in Figure

Figure 7. Raman spectra of [MAT][DCA] (top) and boron-doped
[MAT][DCA] (bottom) levitated in argon as the droplet is heated to
successively higher temperatures by the carbon dioxide laser. The
spectrum of pure [MAT][DCA] at 298 K has been displaced
vertically for clarity. The ν45 and ν9* peaks for boron-doped
[MAT][DCA] can be discerned above the continuum produced by
the boron (see ref 28 for the vibrational mode assignments of
[MAT][DCA]).

Figure 8. X-ray photoelectron spectra of the [MAT][DCA] foam in
the (i) N(1s) and (ii) C(1s) spectral regions. The assignments for the
peaks labeled a−g are presented in Table 4.
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9. As the droplet is heated to successively higher temperatures,
the observable structure reduces in amplitude and no
significant spectral changes are observed before the resonant
structure becomes hidden by oscillations produced by the
scattering. The reduction in the amplitudes of the peaks
suggests that the [MAT][DCA] is decomposing because of the
heating. After formation of the foam, a large, broad structure
appears in the region from approximately 2500 to 3600 cm−1,

which corresponds to the similar structure observed in the
infrared spectrum (Figure 5). In Figure 10, the individual peak

fits are shown for the unheated [MAT][DCA] droplet at 298
K in the 5500 to 8000 cm−1 spectral region, where the
spectrum is not significantly distorted by scattering effects and
consequently the peaks are symmetric. The fundamental
modes of [MAT][DCA] occur at wavenumbers below
approximately 3500 cm−1 and have significantly higher
absorption cross sections than the combination bands and
overtones.28 It is therefore remarkable that no structure is
observed from 2400 to 3500 cm−1, whereas relatively large
symmetric peaks occur in the region from 5700 to 7900 cm−1.
As a possible explanation, we note that if the refractive index, n,
were to reduce to n ≈ 1.0 between 5700 and 7900 cm−1, then

Table 4. Binding Energies, Relative Areas, And Assignments
for the Peaks in the X-ray Photoelectron Spectra (XPS) of
the [MAT][DCA] Foam in the N(1s) and C(1s) Spectral
Regions

aa−g correspond to the peak labels in Figure 8. bThe quoted errors
combine the uncertainties from determining the peak wavenumbers in
the fitting procedure and calibrating the wavenumber scale. The
uncertainties are equal to, or less than, 1 cm−1 unless stated otherwise.
cThe assignments were performed by comparison with XPS studies of
melamine,53 carbon nitride (β-C3N4),

55 dicyanamide,27 and pure
carbon.40

Table 5. Molar Ratios N/C, N/H, and C/H for the
[MAT][DCA] Foam, with and without Boron
Nanoparticles, Determined by Combustion Methodology

elements
molar ratio [MAT][DCA]

foam
molar ratio [MAT][DCA] + B

foam

N/C 1.434 ± 0.008 1.462 ± 0.008
N/H 2.32 ± 0.01 1.321 ± 0.007
C/H 1.615 ± 0.009 0.903 ± 0.005

Figure 9. Near-infrared absorption spectra of [MAT][DCA] levitated
in argon as the droplet is heated to successively higher temperatures
by the carbon dioxide laser. Except for the 298 K data, the spectra
have been displaced vertically for comparison purposes. The spectrum
of the foam formed at 400 K has also been scaled by the factor of 0.25.

Figure 10. Individual peak fits for an [MAT][DCA] droplet at 298 K
in the region of the near-infrared absorption spectrum not
significantly distorted by scattering effects. The vibrational assign-
ments for the peaks labeled a to k are presented in Table S1.
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the near-infrared beam would pass through the droplet without
being significantly deflected or phase-shifted and, hence, reach
the detector to record undistorted symmetric absorption lines.
The peaks between 5700 and 7900 cm−1 may then be
interpreted as the combination bands or overtones of the large
fundamental modes of [MAT][DCA] below approximately
3500 cm−1. In contrast, if n > 1 in the wavenumber region of
the fundamental modes, as is typical for ionic liquids,56 then
the infrared beam would be refracted or deflected before
reaching the detector so that no absorption peaks would be
recorded. The large, rapid reduction in the absorbance as the
wavenumber increases above 5000 cm−1 is consistent with a
decrease in the refractive index toward one. The wavenumbers
and possible vibrational mode assignments for peaks a−k in
Figure 10 are presented in Table S1 of the Supporting
Information.

4. CONCLUSION
An [MAT][DCA] droplet levitated in argon was heated to
increasingly higher temperatures by a carbon dioxide laser, and
the resulting temperatures were measured by an IR thermal
imaging camera. At each temperature, Fourier-transform
infrared, Fourier-transform near-infrared, and UV−visible
spectra were recorded. The droplet became increasingly yellow
before exploding at 400 K to form a brown foam-like substance
and filling the process chamber with a dense smoke. The foam
was also studied ex situ by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
infrared diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy, and elemental anal-
ysis.
As a guide to interpret the infrared diffuse-reflectance

spectrum of the foam, we first analyzed the infrared diffuse-
reflectance spectrum of melamine. The fundamental modes of
our melamine sample were assigned by comparison with
infrared absorption measurements and calculations for
crystalline melamine by Yuan et al.43 The correspondence
between the present peak wavenumbers and the values in ref
43 permitted assignments of our melamine vibrational modes
in most spectral regions. The similarity of the wavenumbers for
many of the peaks in the foam and melamine spectra suggests
that these two compounds share the same functional groups
and vibrational modes. Several minor features in the
[MAT][DCA] foam spectrum not present in melamine were
assigned to small quantities of unreacted [MAT][DCA].28

The in situ infrared absorption spectrum of the smoke
produced following formation of the foam was significantly
distorted by the scattering of the infrared beam from the
smoke particles, and so included asymmetric lineshapes and an
oscillatory baseline.48,49 However, by accounting for both
nonresonant and resonant Mie scattering, we analyzed some
spectral regions and thereby showed that the foam and smoke
are probably the same substance.
XPS spectra of the foam were recorded in the N(1s) and

C(1s) spectral regions. The resulting spectra are different from
the corresponding XPS spectra of [MAT][DCA],27 which
suggests that [MAT][DCA] is not the main component of the
foam. In contrast, the N(1s) and C(1s) XPS measurements
indicate that the nitrogen and carbon atoms occupy essentially
the same chemical states in the foam and melamine.53

Comparison of the peak areas corresponding to the CN
C and CNH2 chemical states implies, however, that the
foam is more polymerized than melamine.
We determined the molar ratios N/C, N/H, and C/H for

the [MAT][DCA] foam, with and without boron nano-

particles, by combustion methodology. The N/C molar ratios
of 1.43 and 1.46 for the [MAT][DCA] foam with and without
boron nanoparticles, respectively, confirm that the foam is in a
more condensed form than melamine such as melon or
possibly a combination of melamine condensates with lower
N/C ratios.
For the in situ UV−visible spectra from 200 to 1100 nm,

heating caused the absorption in the UV spectral region to
increase relative to that in the optical and near-infrared ranges,
and the absorption maximum to extend to longer wavelengths.
The UV−visible spectra therefore imply that the heating
produced an increase in the number of conjugated double
bonds, which is consistent with polymerization. For Raman
spectroscopy, the heating produced large fluorescent back-
grounds and caused the peaks to vanish, so that no information
could be extracted about possible chemical changes.
For the in situ near-infrared absorption spectrum of the

levitated [MAT][DCA] droplet before heating, no structure is
observed from 2400 to 3500 cm−1 in the region of the
fundamental modes but, remarkably, relatively large symmetric
peaks occur in the region from 5700 to 7900 cm−1. The
phenomena could occur if the refractive index n were to reduce
to n ≈ 1.0 between 5700 and 7900 cm−1, for then the IR beam
would pass through the droplet without being significantly
deflected or phase shifted and, hence, reach the detector to
record symmetric absorption lines. The peaks were con-
sequently assigned to combination bands and overtones of the
fundamental modes with large absorption cross sections
occurring at lower wavenumbers.28

By using thermogravimetric analysis, Perez et al.27

determined that [MAT][DCA] undergoes a rapid mass loss
of 53% at 466 K to leave a polymer derived from [DCA]−. In
contrast, in the present measurements the droplet exploded to
form the foam at the lower temperature of 400 K. The
formation of the foam was preceded by a period of extremely
violent agitation and oscillation of the droplet. A possible
explanation for the lower polymerization temperature here is
consequently that the explosion was initiated by impact and
friction in addition to the heating.
Chingin et al.16 found that approximately 25% of the

[DCA]-containing IL was transformed into a precipitate
following reaction with white-fuming nitric acid (HNO3),
whereas Perez et al. observed a rapid mass loss of 53%
following the polymerization when [MAT][DCA] was heated
in oxygen. Similarly, we found that at least 37 ± 3% of liquid
[MAT][DCA] was transformed into the foam by pyrolysis in
the inert gas, Ar. The formation of such stable, solid-state
residues clearly represents a serious disadvantage for the
application of ionic-liquid-based hypergolic fuels in rocket
engines.16−18

In contrast to [MAT][DCA], we found that [BMIM][DCA]
does not explode to form the brown foam at 400 K or even at
higher temperatures of up to 433 K. Elimination of the amino
group (−NH2) from the [MAT]+ cation or the increased
energy density provided by the additional nitrogen atom in the
triazolium ring (Scheme 1) therefore appear to be essential
requirements for the formation of the foam. The present
results are consistent with previous findings that ammonia16 or
the amines26 are required to initiate the polymerization of
[DCA]-containing ILs.
Regarding the effects of the boron, the foam was formed at

approximately 400 K with and without the boron nano-
particles. Furthermore, the only spectroscopic effects of the
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boron were, first, to cause the region of high absorption in the
UV−visible spectrum to extend across the full wavelength
range and, second, to produce a large, structureless continuum
in the Raman spectrum. Thus, at the temperatures studied of
up to 433 K and for levitation in the inert argon gas, the boron
does not produce any significant, observable chemical or
physical effects.
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